Abstract. With the development of multimedia computer technology , interactive projection is becoming an interactive display system and entertainment in people's daily life.Interactive projector based on actual needs, design gesture based feature extraction algorithm Hu moments, identified by SVM classification shot type, and ultimately through experiments verify the effectiveness and practicality of the system.
Introduction
Interactive projection system is a new kind of multimedia display platform.Using advanced projection display, computer vision, pattern recognition,artificial intelligence technology to create a dynamic interactive experience of fantasy [1] .
In this paper, based on the advantages of Hu moments algorithm, the method of gesture contour extraction and geometric computation based on Hu [2] [3] moments theory is developed. The improved SVM [4] algorithm is designed to deal with the feature image and the training set is optimized to obtain the optimal solution.
Gesture Recognition System Framework
In this paper, several work of gesture recognition arrangements.We select "0" to "9" ten class static gestures as a template.Gesture pretreatment goal is to obtain a binarized image, and the outline of the gesture.Classification feature extraction stage is to select those parameters that easy classification. Choose fast and highly accurate method of classification for the system of classification trainer. Using a support vector machine classifier for gesture recognition.The overall structure diagram of gesture recognition system is shown in Fig.1 . Gesture recognition system framework After preprocessing, the gesture images can be obtained by the binarization image, edge image and the contour matrix, which contains a lot of information to characterize the gesture. The basic task of gesture feature extraction is to select the most effective data from these data.
Gesture feature extraction based on Hu moment. The moment feature of the image range reflects the geometric properties, because in the plane of its characteristics will not change with the movement, the angle of rotation, the size of the factors, so named as the same moment. When image processing, geometric moment invariants can be used as a key feature of the object. According to this feature to image classification and other operations.
According to Hu's theory, the mathematical combination of different levels of geometric moments can be obtained by 7 characteristics.When the image motion, rotation and scale change, they have the characteristics of keeping the value of the same. the experiment, the video frames are collected from the static image and the Hu moment is calculated, and the average value is taken as the standard value.Because the high order moment is not only large, but also easy to be affected by noise, this paper takes the first 4 Hu moments as the first 4 characteristic parameters M1~M4: 
Gesture recognition algorithm based on SVM
In this paper, the basic idea of SVM is used for classification is constructed in gesture to the characteristics of the sample space, the optimal hyperplane, make gestures to the distance between sample set is the largest, best generalization ability.Algorithm idea is as follows: (1) ,where
; (2)In the feature space constructed optimal hyperplane According to the theory of functional, as long as a function satisfies the Mercer's condition, it corresponds to the inner product of a space transformation, this function is known as the inner product function or kernel function.RBF [5] kernel function is selected.
Experimental test
System overall program design. In this paper, the design of the algorithm flow chart of gesture recognition system is shown in Fig.2 Fig.2 The design of the algorithm flow chart of gesture recognition system Establish sample library. Gesture recognition system based on computer vision in this paper, Firstly, the image is processed by image smoothing, color space conversion, image binarization, edge detection, contour extraction and morphological processing to get the image of binarization image, edge image and wheel profile matrix;Then, the Hu moments, perimeter area ratio and the number of depressions are calculated respectively, and the characteristic parameters of each gesture are obtained.When the sample video is trained to extract the 0~9 gesture sample as shown in Fig.3 . Fig.3 0~9 gesture sample Recognition results. System through the acquisition of hand gesture samples to establish a sample library. The image of the sample is filtered, threshold segmentation and contour extraction, and the contour image is obtained, and the Hu moments and other characteristic parameters are obtained. Training characteristic parameters and save. The gesture image collected by the camera is processed and the parameters are extracted, then the svmPredict function is used to classify and predict. Finally, the gesture recognition is performed and the recognition result is displayed.The experiment of gesture recognition are shown in Fig.4 . Fig.4 Gesture recognition experiment In this paper, we have carried out hundreds of recognition to the gesture in the template library. In order to verify the geometric moment of translation, rotation and size invariance, especially in each experiment to rotate the angle of rotation, transform the distance between the gesture and the camera, changing the position of the hand in the lens.Although there are some differences between the recognition accuracy of different gestures, the experimental results show that the recognition rate of the test samples is shown in Fig.5 . Correct rate is above 90%, which can meet the needs of interactive projection system. 
Conclusion
This paper designs a hand gesture recognition system based on Hu moment and SVM classifier, which is based on the study and summarization of the literature data of various kinds of hand gesture recognition technology.The framework of gesture recognition system including video file and video camera, image preprocessing module, feature extraction module, tracking module and recognition module is completed.The key is a gesture recognition system feature extraction and classification gesture recognition, feature extraction select the top four Hu moment invariants moments, gestures contour number and contour recess perimeter and area ratio as the characteristic parameter, gesture recognition algorithm selected radial SVM kernel function of the tree, and the parameters were optimized selection, to obtain a relatively high recognition accuracy and efficiency.The effect of gesture recognition can meet the needs of interactive projection system.
